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ABSTRACT: The local experience in underground construction over the last two decades is summarized.
Different construction methods are included, the most Eequentone being the so called NATM, using sprayed

concrete (shotcrete) both as primary and secondary Induced settlements are collated and overall trends
of behaviour are discussed. The observed lining behaviour is compared in terms .of lining loads and lining
distortions. Comments on failures and ground conditioning are also included.
\.

1 INTRODUCTION

Regarding ttmnel construction, exception made to
few cases where shield tunnelling was employed, the

A considerable amount of tunnelling was carried out

most iequently used method was arbitrarily named
NATM. In fact, these tunnels have had in common

in the city of Sao Paulo (estimated population 10

the use of sprayed concrete as their lining, in

million) during the last twenty years, in an attempt to
mitigate the ever increasing demand on infrastructure

association with steel ribs or trusses. The reference
to the NATM is highly questionable, as many of the
cases would not fulill some of the basic principles of
the method as denned by Muller (1978) or Brown
(1981). This discussion is however beyond the scope
of this paper, and the term NATM will be retained

improvement, particularly on mass transport and

sewage
systems. _
Data collected upon construction of most 'of these

tunnels was checked for consistency, cases with
insuflicient or unreliable data being discarded.
No attempt was made to carry on an exhaustive or
Edetailed analysis of each case, but rather to present a
,concise set of information on the performance during

herein for simplicity. _

Table I summarizes the main characteristics of the

tunnels analysed (year of conclusion, ptnpose of
tunnel, geometry, length, soil cover above crown,
soil type, initial tangent Young modulus of soil at

construction, focusing main topics such as geology,

construction method and ground control,

tunnel crown, construction method, lining type and
final surface settlement at tunnel axis). ~_For the
references quoted in Table I, the readers should refer
to the unabridged version of this paper, Negro et al

settlements, and lining loads, whenever available.

2 CASE HISTORlES`

(1992).

Twenty tive cases were selected for this paper, all

tunnels having been concluded after 1974, with
3 INDUCED SETTLEMENTS

equivalent excavation diameters ranging iiom 1.8m
up to l0.8m, and soil cover varying between 0.6 and
3.8 equivalent diameters.

preconsolidated sediments of Tertiary origin,

For the analysis of data produced by monitoring
systems, an attempt was made to isolate settlements
induced by total stress changes caused by excavation,

materials varying from stiif to hard Essured clays, to

from those originated from consolidation due to

The majority of the tunnels were excavated in

medium dense to dense sands with less than 5%

changes in the hydraulic boundary conditions (either
tunnel drainage or well pumping of groundwater).

passing onthe #200 sieve. The remaining cases were
excavated in either soft alluvium or saprolitic residual

However, this was not always possible, in view of the
somewhat limited data available. During the procces
of data digestion, some correlations were found out,

soils. Groundwater level was in most cases above

crown of the tunnel.
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Table I. Record of case histories

_ (1981)
i

Tunnel Year Use D (m) L (m) Soil E0 GWL Construction Lining Ss Reference Y

|1-ihll)
(SPT) (MPa2__ . M°*h°d (Um)
Boa Vistal 1974 Metro 6.2 1500 S & C 25 ~ above shield air cast iron 53 Costa et al

-» _ (1.0) (2-6) crown pressure segments (1974) _ - '
(1.0) (5-15) crown pressure segments (1974) g

2-Boa Vista 11 1974 Metro 6.2 1500 C & S 60 above shield air cast iron 25 Hachich et al

3-ABV 1978 Water 4.1 150 porous 28 above NATM head shotcrete Negro and 1

` (.95) C (2-10) crown and bench t=l0 cm Eisenstein

4-Sete de Abril 1979 Metro 6.2 2300 C & S 30 above shield air steel 15 Sozio_(l978)
5-Sanegran I 1982 Sewage 5.3 6000 M & S 80 above open shield _ concrete 36 Pastore 1
(1.0) (26-90) crown no air - segments ((1982)
6-EN I single 1982 Metro 6.2 64 OH 10-90 above NATM head shotcrete 65 Cruz et al
(.98) (4-30) crown temp. invert t=25cm (1982)
7-Cassandoca 1982 Drain. 3.8 240 SC 35 above NATM head shotcrete 25 Teixeira

` (1 .0) (4-13) crown pressure segments

_8-Tamanduatei
(.82) (5-12)
crown and bench t=25cm (1982)
1984 Sewage 1.8 4000 SM 5 above shield no air concrete 73 Negro (1984)

|9-EN
/ (1.0)
(3-4) crown segments
double 1984 Metro 9.9 194 C 90 above NATM head shotcrete 18 Cruz et al

(.74) (10-40) crown temp. invert t=25cm (1985)
(1.0) (16-30) crown pressure segments (1985)
11-EN 11 single 1986 Metro 6.0 63 C 90 above NATM head shotcrete 28 Ferrari et al
(1.0) (10-30) crown and bench t=25cm (1987)
10-Sanegran I1 1984 Sewage 5.3 6000 C & S 90 above open shield air concrete Verski et al

12-Paraiso 1989 Metro -10.0 1 02 porous 1 6 below NATM side shotcrete 90 Velloso et al

' (.74) C (4-16) axis driiis t=30cm (1990)

13 -Lavapés 1989 Drain. 3 .0 240 CS 6 above NATM head shotcrete 26 Heinz and

_ - (.87) (2-4) crown and bench t=22cm Rocha ( 1990)
(1.0) (23-55) crown and bench t=25cm
15-Cardoso “C” 1989 Metro 9.9 670 porous 90 ` below NATM 11111 fl shotcrete 34 Koelln et al _
(.68) C (9-26) invert no invert t=25cm
16-Brigadeiro 1989 Metro 7.4 150 porous 50 below NATM full fl shotcrete Kochen et al
(1.06) C (6-23) invert no invert F20cm (1990)
17-Pinheiros 1990 Road 10.0 1400 Hard C 175 above NATM head shotcrete 12
- (.76) (30-45) crown without invert t=25cm

| 14-EN 111 single 1989 Metro 6.2 453 S & C 200 above NATM head shotcrete 15

18-Itaquera 1990 Metro 10.2 390 iiss. C 170 above NATM head shotcrete 10

(.86) (30-40) crown temp. invert t=25cm

19-Cohab 1990 Metro 8.1 1120 CS 250 above NATM head shotcrete Kuwajima et
lheading) (.57) (20-45) crown temp. invert t=25cm al (1 991)
20-MRA 1990 Metro 6.2 4000 porous 50 below shield no air boltless Hori et al

(1.0) C (5-15) _ axis concrete (1990)
segments

21-Guaianases 1991 Metro 8.0 244 M & S 30 above NATM side shotcrete 60

|iheadinQ
crown
t=25cm
22-Cardoso 1990(.51)
Metro 9.8(2-10)
' 350 porous
140 belowdrifts
NATM full
£ shotcrete 25 Koelln et al

“E/F” (.45) C invert no invert t=25cm (1990)
23 -Consolacao 1990 Metro 10.8 140 porous 60 above NATM iiill shotcrete 30
_ (71) _ C (8-l7)g axis moe _ F30cm
24-Sorocaba ‘1990 Metro 6.2 2100 C 170 above shield no air S°gH1¢Hf°d `
l 13-45)

, ` (1.0) (30-40) crown °9”°'°t°

25-Ibirapuera 1995 Road 10.0 15 1800 hard_C 150 above NATM head shotcrete 25

_ __ Y _ (0.76) $15-4_Q) _ crown without invert F2lcm

(h/1) - maximum height / maximum width of tunnel
H - soil cover above crown
t - thickness of shotcrete- lining
(15-40) - minimum and maximum SPT values at depths between one radius above and one radius below
tunnel crown.
S = sands, C = clays, M = silts, OH = organic clay
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2.

proportion and that the longitudinal distortion is of
‘the same order or slightly less than the transverse
distortion (note that the plot refers to the inverse of
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the distortion).
These distortions could be viewed as a degree -of

~ 0 Ko=l.0

therefore, be related to the safety of the excavation.
Negro and Eisenstein (1991) showed that there is
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shear strength mobilization in the soil., and could,
a direct relationship between maximum transversal

0T1111=111111

distortion and the dimensionless settlement

0 1 2 3 4 5 H/D 6

parameter;

EXCAVATION $011.

U= (Sc _ EO) / (D _ 6), where

Sc---settlement at crown of tunnel (extrapolated)
E0---drained initial tangent modulus of soil at crown
elevation
D---equivalent tunnel diameter
0'---total vertical stress at tunnel crown
The plot in Figure 3 is in agreement with such a
Ending, higher settlements (in dimentionless form)
related to higher distortions.

NATM Q lj Q
SH lD ID ll A;

METHOD TERHARY QUATERNARY ‘PRE-CAMBRIAN

Figure I - Surface to crown settlement ratio versus
tunnel cover

\.

and are presented herewith, supported by previous
research work. In some correlations the deformability
of the soil was used and was deined always as a best
estimate based on in situ tests, some laboratory tests,
and back anaiyses.
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Figure 1 furnishes the ratio surface. -to crown
settlements versus tunnel cover. The case history
ntunber is set aside each point. Two theoretical
curves are included: they refer to elastic non linear
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analyses by Negro (1988) for circular tunnels in soil

performance. This is partly due to the difnculties to
isolate the settlements due to drainage that tend to
increase the settlement ratio( Moreover, the crown
settlements are notexactly taken at crown elevation
but some distance (0.5 to 1.5 m) above it. This may
also increase the settlement ratio.

6s
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with Ko equal to 0.6 and 1.0 and Q’ = 20°. They
seem to operate as a lower bound to the actual

Figure 3 - Dimensionless distortions and
displacements at tunnel crown

Following the above reasoning, it is tempting to

test a correlation between volume of settlement
trough (as a percentage of the excavated volume)

The observed 'maxima of transverse and
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longitudinal distortions at ground surface are related

and the transverse distortion. The plot in' Figure 4

in Figure 2. One notes that they increase in linear
24
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Figure 2 -Transverse and longitudinal distortions

Figure 4 - Settlement volume and Transverse
distortion
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confirms that this trend does exist, however, with
substantial dispersion. Therefore, the sole use of the

P/r-Z

volume of settlement trough as an index to assess
building damages. may be misleading, the angular
distortion providing a better guide. This aspect was

1a

\_

discussed in detail by Branco et al (1990), who
proposed a damage criteria developed nom the

O0 0.5
-r19%=__
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4 LINTN G PERFORMANCE 

strain gauges and load cells were used in other cases.
These loads were converted into average pressure on
the lining, and related to the overburden pressure as
showin in Figure 5. The resulting pressure on lining
is much less than the overburden, the average being
about 30%. It should be emphasized that in all of the

above cases the tunnel was embedded into fairly
competent Tertiary soils, where a high degree of

\

0.5 ~ 49
\" S
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previous work by Boscardin and Cording (1989), and
validated for Sao Paulo soils.

Short term lining loads were monitored mainly by
means of flat jack tests according to a procedure
developed by Kuwajima et al (1991). Embedded

\ _\

Figure 6 - Average lining loads and delay in support
excavation

activation of the lining. This Ending agrees with
theoretical work done by Schwartz and Einstein
(1980), Erdmann (1983) and others. Note that in
Figure 6 the cluster of points 15, 16, 17 and 22 refers
to cases where trmnel face advanced without invert
closure (large L values). Near zero lining loads were
obser'ved in these cases. Obviously, the benefits in

arching can be expected, particularly in view of the

terms of reducing' hiring loads must be checked
against an increase in soil deformation (larger

1‘lexibility of the thin linings usually employed.

settlements) up to failure of the excavation.

Secondly, the loads were measured during or shortly

after construction, no long term monitoring being
available yet.
6

'Average=0.29
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1 Case#10

Regarding lining distortions, the predominant
mode of deformation is squatting, with a horizontal
diameter increase of not more than 0.2% (alter lining
activation). Shotcrete linings, the most iirequent type
of support where convergence measurements were
taken, are known to withstand substantial distortion
without damage. Measurements Hom other locations
in Brazil (Negro, 1994), have shown increases as
high as 1% inthe horizontal diameter, after invert
_closure, without any degree of lining impairment.
No use of waterproof membranes was reported so

far in Sao Paulo tunnels. Despite this, the observed_

performance of shotcrete linings was quite

00 0_4
1 10-8I 1,2
I IP/r-Z
1 1,6

satisfactory. Only in one case (a NATM tunnel in

sand) higher inflow rates were = noted (about
4 I/m2/day), corresponding to the “dr-ip” degree of

CIRIA classification for leakage. `

Figure 5 - Average lining loads

An attempt was made to define, for the above
cases, the geometrical 'delay in activation of the
lining, i.e. the distance (L) behind excavation face,
where the lining could be considered as an effective

5 FAILURES

Negro et al (1992) reviewed six cases of tunnel

support. For the so called NATM construction

failures. These were sorted out by completeness of
data, rather than by size or importance of the failure,

method, the support was considered effective' upon
closure of the ring (construction of the invert arch),

not available or Lmconfrrmed, these cases being

since information on some other collapses was either
discarded.

and for shielded tunnels, upon installation of the
preformed lining. Notwithstanding this arbitrary
dennition, one can see a clear trend in Figure 6, of

Ttmnel failures occurred in a variety of soil
consistencies Hom very soft to hard. Failures in stiif
to hard soils give little or no warning with regards to

decreasing loads with increasing delay in the
298

settlement monitoring, and therefore cause greater

available, although still limited by cost aspects.

“surprise” than for soft soils. This is_in agreement to

Group D was used only in very shallow tunnels and
soft or loose alluvium.

Negro and Eisenstein (1991) who proposed a
limiting crown displacement U of 1.8 to 2 for
impending tunnel collapse: stiffer soils render smaller
limiting settlements.

7FTNAL REMARKS

The Sao Paulo stiff to hard clays are generally
fissured. In case 9 a series of tests on large block

The above discussions, partially based on trends
noted in the plots of Figures 1 to 6, are not intended
to propose definite correlations but rather to offer a

samples showed that Lmdrained strength ot; the soil

mass was of the order of 13% of that of the intact

sample. Thus, the hardness of the material, as

background in which future comparisons can be

made on a common basis, e.g. settlements in
dimensionless form, lining loads related to

experienced during excavation, oiten leads to a false

sensation of safety. '

overburden, etc. The review of the available data
showed also that information was scarce on small

Water was present in all failure cases, either Hom

groundwater or from leakages of public utilities
above the trmnel and was considered as a major

factor towards failme.
It should also be mentioned that failures or local

diameter tunnels and on lining loads, particularly in
the long term range. Small tunnels in Sao Paulo are
seldom monitored regarding settlement control. It is

instabilities associated with NATM were more

hoped that designers, contractors and clients are

frequently observed when the closure of the ring was

encouraged to change this practice. Load

deliberately delayed to large- distances behind the

measurements after tunnel is commissioned has yet to

excavation face, thus imposing a larger degree of soil
strength mobilisation, around the excavation.

pass the agreement of clients regarding temporary
interruption of operations, particularly where high

Finally, it is interesting to note a case of failure

voltage rails are involved.

after installation of the iinallining. This occurred in a

shield tunnel where a very ine uniform submerged
sand was washed into the tunnel through unsealed
and unbolted joints of a segmented concrete lining.
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